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Inorganic sulfur–nitrogen compounds: from
gunpowder chemistry to the forefront of
biological signaling

Miriam M. Cortese-Krott,a Anthony R. Butler,b J. Derek Woollinsc and Martin Feelisch*d

The reactions between inorganic sulfur and nitrogen-bearing compounds to form S–N containing species

have a long history and, besides assuming importance in industrial synthetic processes, are of relevance

to microbial metabolism; waste water treatment; aquatic, soil and atmospheric chemistry; and combustion

processes. The recent discovery that hydrogen sulfide and nitric oxide exert often similar, sometimes

mutually dependent effects in a variety of biological systems, and that the chemical interaction of these

two species leads to formation of S–N compounds brought this chemistry to the attention of physio-

logists, biochemists and physicians. We here provide a perspective about the potential role of S–N com-

pounds in biological signaling and briefly review their chemical properties and bioactivities in the context of

the chronology of their discovery. Studies of the biological role of NO revealed why its chemistry is ideally

suited for the tasks Nature has chosen for it; realising how the distinctive properties of sulfur can enrich this

bioactivity does much to revive ‘die Freude am experimentellen Spiel’ of the pioneers in this field.

Introduction

The chemical reactions of sulfur-centered nucleophiles with a
range of nitrogen species have been studied for preparative
synthetic and industrial purposes, to better understand funda-
mental processes in geochemical and atmospheric chemistry
and to shed new light on the origins of life.1 The earliest
reports, dating back almost a century now,2 along with the
related more recent literature3–9 established that the reaction
of either hydrogen sulfide (H2S),† alkali sulfide (e.g. NaHS,
Na2S) or polysulfide (K2Sx) salts or colloidal sulfur (S8) with
nitric oxide (NO), nitrite (NO2

−) or nitrous acid (HNO2) gives
rise to nitrogen and gaseous nitrogen oxides (NO, N2, N2O)
and sulfur-bearing anionic solutes such as polysulfides10,11

and S–N hybrid species, i.e. combined sulfur and nitrogen con-
taining compounds.‡ However, none of this was considered to
be of any relevance to contemporary biology.

As aptly pointed out by Chivers in the Preface to his author-
itative monograph on chalcogen–nitrogen chemistry,12 much
of the chemistry of these sulfur–nitrogen (S–N) compounds
was explored by German chemists working in the second half
of the 20th century and published, as was proper then, in
German. Interest in the subject at the time was sparked
through a book by Margot Goehring entitled ‘Ergebnisse und
Probleme der Chemie der Schwefelstickstoff–verbindungen’
(results and concerns pertinent to the chemistry of sulfur–
nitrogen compounds).13 Fritz Raschig, Peter W. Schenk and
Fritz Seel also contributed substantially to our knowledge of
these compounds. Seel’s work in particular described the reac-
tion mechanisms between either sulfide or polysulfide and NO
or nitrite, and identified as well as chemically characterized
the reaction intermediates to comprise short-chain polysulfide
(S3

2−; S4
2−) and the S–N compounds, nitrosopersulfide

([SSNO]−) and dinitrososulfite ([ONN(O)–SO3]
2−);11 in addition,

Seel hypothesized that the same mechanism could be involved
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in the chain of reactions taking place during the explosion of
gun powder.14

The recent surge of interest in this chemistry by the biologi-
cal community7,15–23 was triggered by the growing appreciation
that both, NO and H2S§ are synthesized by discrete, highly
conserved enzymatic machineries in cells and tissues18,22,23

and often exert similar and, in part, interdependent biological
actions within the same pharmacological or biological model
system. This so-called NO/H2S “cross-talk” has been shown to
result in either mutual attenuation or potentiation of
responses.23–25 The interaction can occur at multiple levels
and include the modulation of enzymes belonging to the same
signaling pathways,26 reciprocal functional interaction (NO
inhibiting H2S production after binding to the heme prosthetic
group of cystationine β-synthase,27,28 one of the H2S generating
enzymes, and sulfide modulating nitric oxide synthase
expression and/or activity,29,30 for example), and direct chemi-
cal reactions;31 all of these processes can modulate direction
or magnitude of the biological response, or both. While the
different elements of the NO signaling cascade are well charac-
terized, those underpinning the biological/pharmacological
effects of sulfide are currently less well understood. Some
recent studies32,33 suggest that polysulfide or other
sulfane sulfur species,34,35 rather than dissolved H2S or hydro-
sulfide anions (HS−), may be responsible for “sulfide
signaling”.36

We recently reported9 that the same S–N intermediates and
products originally described by Goehring, Schenk and Seel in
the reactions of sulfide/polysulfide with NO or nitrite, and
later by Williams37,38 for reaction of S-nitrosothiols and

sulfide, are also formed under biologically relevant conditions
(pH 7.4, air) and display potent bioactivity in cultured cells
in vitro and in rats in vivo, bringing S–N compounds and their
interesting chemistry to the attention of contemporary bio-
chemists and to the fore in relation to biological signaling. In
recent years, this area of research has occasioned a lively
debate over controversial assignments of some of the more
labile reaction intermediates/products.8,39 However, this
article will not focus on perceived differences in stability under
specific reaction conditions. Instead, the current perspective
aims at providing a synopsis of bioactive S–N compounds and
their potential role in biological signaling. Specifically, we will
give a brief overview about the discovery and basic chemical
properties of HSNO/SNO−, SSNO− and [ONN(O)–SO3]

2− in
comparison to nitrosothiols, review what is currently known
about their bioactivity, and discuss how some of those funda-
mental properties relate to the emerging biology and pharma-
cology. Paraphrasing Margot Goehring, we hope to herewith
revive “die Freude am experimentellen Spiel”40 (the joy of the
experimental game) in the fledgling research field of the
‘NO/sulfide cross talk’.

Stability of the S–NO bond of
nitrosothiols (RSNOs) and their
chemical reactivity

Nitrosothiols (RSNO; monothionitrites) in which an alkyl or
aryl substituent is attached to the sulfur atom of a nitroso
group were, for many years, considered chemical curiosities
because of the peculiar properties of the –SNO grouping,
sequentially linking sulfur to nitrogen and oxygen. It is now
generally accepted that RSNOs occur naturally in bacteria,
plants and mammalian tissues (e.g. S-nitrosoglutathione
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(GSNO), S-nitrosoalbumin, S-nitrosohemoglobin) where they
can either modulate protein function or act as ‘nitric oxide
stores’, carrying NO bioactivity and releasing NO on
demand.41–46 Although the pathways of formation and degra-
dation/bioactivation of endogenous RSNOs are far from clear
at present, the involvement of specific enzymes (nitrosylases/
denitrosylases) has been proposed (see for example literature
by Stamler and co-workers47,48). In addition to these enzymati-
cally regulated processes direct chemical reactions leading to
cleavage of the S–N bond and release of the NO group in the
form of either NO+, NO• or NO− occur under biologically
relevant conditions,41,49 and are likely to occur also in cells
and tissues.

The earliest (1909) solid, but unstable, S-nitrosothiol to be
isolated was probably PhSNO50 but some years later a comple-
tely stable compound of this type, S-nitroso-N-acetyl-penicilla-
mine (SNAP), was prepared and a crystal structure obtained,
followed by the preparation of crystalline S-nitrosoglutathione
and S-nitrosocysteine51 as well as S-nitrosocaptopril.52 Efforts
to prepare other nitrosothiols were less successful and it soon
became apparent that, in general, they are unstable
compounds.

The Pauling electronegativities for N, O and S are 3.04, 3.44,
and 2.58, respectively. As a result, in binary systems the N–O
bond will be polarized with a partially negative charge on
oxygen, whereas the S–N bond will be polarized in the other
direction.12 The preference for σ-bonding over π-bonding is a
common feature of the heavier p-block elements, which
include all three elements. Therefore, sulfur-nitrogen π-bonds
are weaker than oxygen–nitrogen π-bonds, and there is an
increased reluctance for sulfur to form multiple bonds to
nitrogen as compared to oxygen.12 For these reasons the S–N

bond in RSNOs is predicted to be thermally more labile than
the O–N bond in RONOs.12

A probable mechanism of reaction (in the absence of
another reaction partner) is light or temperature catalyzed
homolysis of the S–N bond to give a thiyl radical and NO
(eqn (1)), followed by radical dimerization (eqn (2)).53

2RSNO ! 2RS• þ NO• ð1Þ

2RS• ! 2RSSR ð2Þ
The apparent weakness of the S–N bond in nitrosothiols,

leading to facile homolysis in solution, was initially something
of a conceptual problem. Crystallographic data reveal that in
RSNOs there is an elongated S–N bond of 1.76–1.85 Å15,51,54

and that there are syn and anti-conformers, although the
energy difference between the two is very small.54,55

The dissociation energy of the S–N bond is reported56,57 to
range from 21 to 31 kcal mol−1, an unexpectedly large vari-
ation. There have been a number of computational studies on
this matter, and the results depend on the computational
methods used. One high-level study58 gives a bond dis-
sociation energy for HSNO of 29.2 kcal mol−1, and kinetic data
for alkyl-substituted nitrosothiols produce estimates in the
order of 28–31 kcal mol,57 whereas calorimetric results59 typi-
cally yield lower values (25 kcal mol−1). The situation became
clearer when it was observed by Williams and Butler et al.60

that the rate of RSNO homolysis is very sensitive to the pres-
ence of copper ions. Even the amount of copper present in
normal distilled water is sufficient to bring about a massive
increase in the rate of homolysis. A further, more detailed
examination61 of the reaction kinetics showed that it was Cu(I)
ions, rather than the Cu(II) ions, that were responsible for
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catalysis. Cu(I) ions are readily formed by reduction of Cu(II) by
thiolate (either produced by the slow hydrolysis of the RSNO
itself or already present in the form of reduced thiol). In the
presence of EDTA or neocuproine (a selective complexing
agent for Cu(I) ions) even S-nitrosocysteine is quite stable.

In understanding the catalytic effects of Cu(I) ions it was
first assumed that Cu(I) complexes with the sulfur of the S–N
bond in a nitrosothiol. That this would have the required
effect of weakening the S–N bond has been shown by theore-
tical calculations.62 A more detailed set of calculations showed
also that while complexation to the sulfur of the S–N bond
would weaken the bond, complexation to the nitrogen would
have the opposite effect.63 So, steric crowding around the
sulfur atom of a nitrosothiol could have a profound effect
upon its stability. This could be part of the explanation of the
stability of SNAP and S-nitroso-t-dodecanethiol (Fig. 1). In
addition, recent density functional theory calculations revealed
that substituent effects are significant in governing the stability
and reactivity of nitrosothiols, as demonstrated for CH3SNO vs.
CF3SNO.

54

A second reaction leading to decomposition of RSNOs is
nucleophilic attack of a thiolate at the sulfur of the nitrosothiol
with nitroxyl anion (NO−) as a leaving group (eqn (3)). This is a
possibility as thiolate is a very powerful nucleophile, more
powerful according to Ritchie’s scale than hydroxide.64 This
pathway is discussed because it is a possible source of nitroxyl
in the physiological situation. Which thiols are the most rele-
vant in this context is presently unclear and will depend on
where the reaction will take place (e.g. inside cells or in blood),
abundance of reduced thiols in this compartment and pKa of
the sulfhydryl groups involved. Thiol concentrations may be
less important here than actual fluxes, but little is known
about this for most thiols including its smallest representative,
H2S.

Third, a nitrosothiol may undergo transnitrosation with
another thiol following a nucleophilic attack of a thiolate on
nitrogen (eqn (4))65

R′S� þ RSNO ! RSSR′þ NO� ð3Þ

R′S� þ RSNO ! R′SNOþ RS� ð4Þ

In view of the abundance of reduced thiols present in the
physiological milieu (many mammalian cells contain milli-
molar concentrations of glutathione), the reactions according
to eqn (3) and (4) are highly likely to occur and very fast.

Fourth, under favorable conditions, there can be the formal
transfer of [NO+] from the sulfur atom of a nitrosothiol to the

nitrogen of an amine (S→N transnitrosation). The most
detailed study of this process is the intramolecular transfer of
[NO+] from sulfur to the amine group in the decomposition of
S-nitrosocysteine (eqn (5))66

ð5Þ

As far as we know, there has been no kinetic study of inter-
molecular reactions of this type and so it is difficult to assess
its possible physiological role. However, the formation of reac-
tive intermediates (such as the diazonium ion and acrylic acid)
as a consequence of such reaction has been proposed to con-
tribute to the toxicological properties of this class of NO
donors.67

Stability and reactivity of HSNO:
a unique nitrosothiol

Although generally named rather differently, thionitrous acid
(HSNO) is also a nitrosothiol. Some authors refer to it as the
“smallest” and even the “simplest” member of this class of
molecules. That it is the smallest is undoubtedly true,
although this does not necessarily make its chemistry or its
chemical biology special, as its charge and stability under
physiological conditions might do. That it is the simplest must
be questioned: its very peculiar and rather complex chemical
properties urge a re-appraisal of these definitions.

We suggest that HSNO is unique amongst nitrosothiols
because it possesses a mobile and ionisable proton (eqn (6) and
(7)) instead of the alkyl group of other RSNOs. The mobile
hydrogen promotes isomerization by intramolecular hydrogen
shift (eqn (6) and (7))

ð6Þ

ð7Þ

This gives it an inherent instability and reactivity not found
with other nitrosothiols. As a result, there are four compounds
of the same formula which, in order of increasing ground state
energy, are HNSO > HOSN > HSNO > HONS. These species are
in equilibrium with each other (eqn (8)).

HNSO Ð HOSN Ð HSNO Ð HONS ð8Þ
The isomerization of these compounds was proposed by

Margot Goehring back in 1952 in a seminal piece of work.68

She used the synthetic procedure reported by Schenk69 to
obtain SONH (yellow), and observed that the product rapidly
isomerizes to the red SNOH and forms insoluble brown
material at temperatures greater that −60 °C.68 Later on,
Huber and co-workers characterized all four isomers of OSNH,
including the unstable HSNO, by IR spectroscopy with the
material trapped in an Argon matrix at −261 °C.69–71 Inter-

Fig. 1 Structures of S-nitroso-N-acetylpenicillamine (SNAP) and
S-nitroso-t-dodecanethiol (t-DodecSNO).
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conversion between isomers was effected by photolysis, since
these molecules polymerize on condensation,70,71 as reported
previously by Schenk and Goehring.68,69,72 They proposed that
the most stable isomer is HNSO (thionylimide)70,71 again in
accordance with the conclusions of Goehring.68 More
recent work by Méndez et al.73 showed that the energy barrier
to isomerisation between the four compounds is indeed
very low.

In addition to isomerization, the S–N bond of HSNO can
undergo the same reactions as described for nitrosothiols
above. There is spontaneous homolysis of the S–N bond, cata-
lysed by light, temperature and transition metals. Cu(I) should
be at its most effective in HSNO as the latter is the least steri-
cally hindered representative. If formed by nitrosation of
sulfide, as proposed by Williams,38 there is the possibility of
reaction of HSNO with HS− (or RS−) via nucleophilic attack at
sulfur. This parallels exactly what happens with an alkyl nitro-
sothiol (e.g. S-nitrosocysteine) but the disulfide formed (HSSH;
disulfane) is a much more reactive species than cystine; HSSH
can ionise to give persulfide (HSS−), which could react further,
as will be discussed later. Finally, HSNO can also undergo
transnitrosation (nucleophilic attack at nitrogen) by reaction
with thiols, amines or alcohols present in solution. Possible
reactions of thionitrous acid are displayed in Fig. 2.

All these reactions suggest either instability or high reactiv-
ity. Its instability is also reflected by the need for very low
temperatures (<−60 °C) and extreme conditions (frozen Ar
matrix) to characterize the physicochemical properties of
HSNO and its isomers.68,70–72,74 Importantly, all isomers have
a different chemical reactivity.

The pKa of thionitrous acid has not been experimentally
determined but we can make an informed estimate. The pKa

of nitrous acid (HONO) is 3.25, and the replacement of oxygen
by sulfur should lower the pKa (as is the case with cyanic acid
and thiocyanic acid); thus at physiological pH, any thionitrous
acid formed would be largely present in the form of the anion,
apart from the equilibrium concentration of undissociated
acid. Therefore, it is important to note that, at physiological
pH, HSNO will be ionised and exists largely as the SNO− anion
(thionitrite), and except for isomerization of SNO− into NSO−

(thiazate)75 (Fig. 4), none of the reaction pathways shown in
Fig. 2 apply. This, of course, does not give the species stability
as the anion will always be in equilibrium with the un-
dissociated molecule and so reactivity and instability will be

reduced, to an extent determined by the pH, but not
eliminated.

Much to our surprise, HSNO was reported to be formed in
the reaction of acidified nitrite and sulfide, or S-nitrosoglu-
tathione and sulfide and claimed to being “stable for 30 min
at physiological pH at room conditions”.76 HSNO formation at
pH 7.4 was seemingly confirmed by an ultrahigh-resolution
electrospray ionisation time-of-flight mass spectrometer oper-
ating in positive ionisation mode. A peak at m/z of 63.9902 was
observed and assigned to [HSNO + H]+ (a disturbingly large
deviation of 78 ppm from the theoretical m/z 63.9852, in par-
ticular considering the instrumentation employed in that
study). When GS15NO was used there was an increase of one
m/z unit. Further evidence for the presence of HSNO/[SNO]−

came from the observation of a peak in the 15N NMR spectrum
of the reaction mixture at 322 ppm,76 the same region as that
observed for other nitrosothiols.77 We were unable to repro-
duce the mass spectroscopic identification of [HSNO + H]+ (in
positive ionisation mode) or detect [SNO]− (using negative
ionization), in spite of strenuous efforts including the use of
cryospray ionisation.9 We tried equally hard to obtain a signal
from a 15N-NMR spectrum of a reaction mixture containing
sulfide and 15N-labelled sodium nitrite at low pH without
success (Botting, Feelisch and Butler, unpublished results).

A detailed study of our own mass spectral results tells a
rather different story. Studies using time-resolved chemilumine-
scence and UV-visible spectrophotometry suggested that the
initial intermediate formed from the reaction of sulfide with
GSNO, probably SNO−, had only a fleeting existence (as also
observed by Seel and by Williams11,37 and was replaced by a
more stable species with λmax of 412 nm, and it is this species
that could be responsible for the bioactivity of the NO/sulfide
duo.7–9 We used a different detection technique (a hybrid
Linear Iontrap/Orbitrap mass spectrometer) to identify it.9

Because of the pH, we assumed many key intermediates would
be present as anions, therefore negative ionisation mode was
used throughout. A signal corresponding to perthionitrite
SSNO− at m/z of 93.9427 (theoretical 93.94268) was observed.
In addition to this signal there were others in the low mole-
cular weight range corresponding to dinitrososulfite [ONN(O)–
SO3]

2− – called in the paper by the trivial name it is known by
in the nitric oxide research field, SULFI/NO9 – observed
140.9612, (theoretical 140.96061), as well as polysulfide species
(S3

2−, S4
2− and S5

2−). For both, SSNO− and [ONN(O)–SO3]
2−,

the assigned structures were confirmed by the fragmentation
patterns and stable isotope labelling.

Although we feel that the chemical literature, including but
not limited to references58,69–71,78 and our own experimental
work7–9 provided overwhelming evidence for the notion that,
contrary to other claims,76 the stability of thionitrous acid
(HSNO) is incompatible with biologically relevant conditions
characterized by neutral pH and ambient temperatures;
instead, it is very likely that its deprotonated form, SNO− (thio-
nitrite) is the first product of the reaction of sulfide with a
nitrosating agent as this parallels what happens with other
thiols.

Fig. 2 Reactivity of HSNO formed by the reaction of RSNO and HS−:
isomerization, homolysis, nucleophilic attack and transnitrosation.
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The discovery of SSNO−

The perthionitrite or nitrosopersulfide (R-SSNO) class of mole-
cules, of which the SSNO− anion is the first member, was dis-
covered and characterized by Fritz Seel in the 1980s,10,11,79,80

shortly before his death in 1987. A life-long interest of Fritz
Seel was the speciation of sulfur and polysulfides in polar non-
aqueous solvents.81 He was particularly interested in the – at
that time – quite mysterious chemistry of the blue trisulfide
radical anion (S3

•−),82 which is responsible for the blue color
of the gemstone lapis lazuli.83,84 For a tutorial review about the
identification, analysis and chemical properties of S3

•−, please
refer to ref. 85. Solutions of sulfur in DMF, DMSO and hexa-
methylphosphoramide result in the formation of the blue
radical anion S3

•− (λmax 630 nm) and the red radical anion S4
•−

(λmax 510 nm). Schmidt and Wägerle86,87 reported that on
addition of nitrite to a solution of sulfur in DMF blue and red
intermediates were formed, and proposed that the red inter-
mediates were perthionitrates (Sx–NO2

−) obtained by the
nucleophilic attack of nitrite on cyclooctane sulfur (S8). The
perthionitrates were a new class of molecules the existence of
which had been predicted but never been demonstrated
before. This together with the observed formation of a blue
color indicative of intermediate formation of S3

•− induced Seel
to investigate this reaction in greater detail.10,88

Seel et al. observed that the same orange/red reaction
product (λmax 425 nm in ethanol/methanol; λmax 448 nm in
acetone, acetonitrile and electron pair donor solvents; it is
characterized by 15N-NMR shift of 339 ppm) formed in the
reaction of nitrite with sulfur or polysulfide was also formed
by the reaction of polysulfides with NO gas.10 The latter made
it highly unlikely that the orange/red product could be a
perthionitrate (SSNO2

−), but suggested it was a perthionitrite
(SSNO−) instead. Intriguingly, Seel observed that SSNO− was in
equilibrium with NO and short-chain polysulfides (including
S3

•− and S4
•−), presumably originating via thermal homolyis of

SSNO− into NO• and the highly unstable SS•− (eqn (9) and
(10)), as confirmed by EPR analysis.80

SSNO� Ð S2•� þ NO• ð9Þ

2SS•� Ð S42� Ð S•� þ S3•� ð10Þ

According to Steudel, in aqueous solution S2
•− will rapidly

dimerize to tetrasulfide or form S•− radicals and trisulfide.89

As later confirmed by us,7,8 Seel et al. also observed that non-
aqueous solutions of SSNO− are relatively stable in air for
1–2 hours,80 but if water is added rapid sulfur precipitation
ensues. This is due to the disturbance of the equilibrium
between SSNO− and S2

•−/S4
•− + S•−/S3

•− (eqn (9) and (10)), in
the course of which polysulfides are rapidly transformed to
water-insoluble S8. Addition of acid will lead to protonation
of SSNO− to HSSNO, which undergoes homolysis with for-
mation of NO, longer-chain polysulfides and sulfur
precipitation.

SSNO� þHþ ! HSSNO ! HSS• þ NO• ð11Þ

nHSS• ! HSSn� �!þHþ
ðn� 1Þ=8 S8 # þ H2S ð12Þ

However, SSNO− can also be prepared (with lower yield) in
basic non-buffered aqueous solution from the reaction of NO
and sulfide or polysulfides,11 or RSNO and sulfide37 (λmax

410 nm in water pH > 9; 412 nm pH = 7.4); importantly, these
reactions occur also under aerated conditions at pH 7.4.7–9 The
lower yield of formation of SSNO− (max 30%)9 obtained under
these conditions prevented Seel from characterizing this
product by 15N-NMR.11 Similar to the metastable nature of
short-chain polysulfides and persulfide in water,90–92 the
chemistry of SSNO− in aqueous solution can only be studied if
generated directly in this medium. This is also the reason why
solutions of SSNO− (or short chain polysulfides) once prepared
in organic solvents cannot be further diluted by addition to
aqueous solutions, for example to test their reactivity in water
or the bioactivity of SSNO−, as described recently.39

Very recently, the reaction of nitroprusside with aqueous
sulfide was shown to result in formation of the blue intermedi-
ate [Fe(CN)5N(O)SS]

4− with SSNO− serving as the sixth ligand
to the transition metal as assessed by a combination of multi-
nuclear (17O, 15N, 13C) NMR, UV/Vis, IR spectroscopic tech-
niques and quantum chemical computation.93

Stability and reactivity of SNO− and
SSNO−

Although we have made what we think is a convincing case for
the reactivity and instability of thionitrous acid, the thionitrite
anion is of course a different matter. The ease with which
perthionitrite, rather than thionitrite, can be prepared in solu-
tion suggests that the former is an energy minimum in the
complex series of reactions between sulfur or polysulfide and a
number of nitrosating agents. It may be because perthionitrite
is stabilised by charge delocalisation in a way that is not possi-
ble for the thionitrite.

The way the two anions are drawn by Chivers12 is shown in
Fig. 3. The syn configuration is based on the crystallographic
structure obtained by Seel et al.79

The canonical form of thionitrite with the negative charge
on oxygen rather than sulfur, is unfavourable as sulfur tends
to form single bonds to itself rather than double bonds
because of the poor overlap of its orbitals, which are held
apart by the bulky atomic cores of neighbouring atoms. Thus
there is less possibility for charge delocalisation in thionitrite
than in perthionitrite. Interestingly, a cyclic intermediate was
proposed to account for the rapid isomerisation of SNO− and
NSO− (Fig. 4;75), and – similar to the protonated forms

Fig. 3 Structures of SNO− and SSNO−, and charge localization in
SSNO−.
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described above – the latter appears to be the more stable
species.94,95

The middle form is unique and most likely a transition
state. Although theory in ref. 94 suggests a stable ground state
structure, it has not been isolated yet, and bimolecular or even
catalyzed processes are more likely (given the calculated
barrier). Metal porphyrines may be excellent catalysts of this
reaction.96

Nevertheless, SNO− can be isolated as a salt with the aid of
a large counter cation like [Ph4As]

+ or [N(PPh3)2]
+,12,75,79 while

its isomer NSO− can even be isolated as a potassium salt.12,75

The fact that perthionitrite appears to be more stable, in the
crystalline state, than thionitrite is, of course, not the same as
its stability in solution.

Seel et al. were the first to isolate crystals containing
[SNO]−, but its mode of preparation is telling. As described
previously, reaction of [N(PPh3)2]

+[NO2]
− with elemental sulfur

in DMF gives [N(PPh3)2]
+ [SSNO]−. When this was treated

with triphenylphosphine, the thionitrite [N(PPh3)2]
+[SNO]− was

obtained. The structure of both salts was elucidated by X-ray
crystallography and NMR spectroscopy.79 From this it would
appear that SSNO− is the preferred product of the reaction
between sulfide or polysulfide with NO because it is an energy
minimum on the reaction pathway, but SNO− can be obtained
by reversing the process and removing one sulfur. This is
consistent with observations8,9,37,97 that SSNO− rather than
SNO− accumulates at reactant concentrations high enough for
detection.

The reactivity of SSNO− and SNO− in non-aqueous solutions
was described recently in an elegant study conducted by
E. Victor in the Lippard laboratory at the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology.98 Victor prepared the [N(PPh3)2]

+[SSNO]−

and [N(PPh3)2]
+[SNO]− salts using a glove box adaptation of

the original procedures described by Seel79 instead of the
classical Schlenk technique. The crystallization of SNO− was
reportedly more difficult than that of SSNO− and only success-
ful when conducted in the dark indicative of thionitrite’s
inherent light sensitivity. The lengths of the S–N bond in
SSNO− and SNO− were not very different from each other
(1.689 Å and 1.707 Å, respectively), but much shorter than in
other crystallographically characterized nitrosothiols. These
findings are in full agreement with those of Seel,79 but clearly
at variance with another recent publication, which claims that
the longer distance between sulfur and nitrogen in SSNO− as
compared to nitrosothiols accounts for the “intrinsic instabil-
ity” of SSNO− as compared to HSNO/SNO−.39 Importantly, on
protonation of the SNO− salt by an organic acid (HBF4) Victor
found that the UV spectrum of thionitrite disappeared within
the mixing time without appearance of a new peak, suggesting

HSNO was highly unstable. In accordance to Seel’s and our
own findings described for dissolved SSNO−,8 Victor also docu-
mented that addition of acid to solutions of both
[N(PPh3)2]

+[SSNO]− and [N(PPh3)2]
+[SNO]− leads to immediate

release of NO into the headspace, a reaction accompanied by
sulfur precipitation. This observation is consistent with homo-
lytic cleavage of protonated SSNO− and SNO− and formation of
colloidal sulfur secondary to decomposition of the formed
polysulfide (Fig. 2 and eqn (11) and (12)). Thus, both HSSNO
and HSNO release NO, and not HNO on decomposition in acid
(again at variance with ref. 39 and 76). Victor also compared
the reactivity of the two species towards biomimetic iron com-
plexes and found not much difference between SNO− and
SSNO−, although both were clearly different from nitro-
sothiols. It is worth mentioning that [N(PPh3)2]

+ salts in
general have an extremely low solublity in water,99 and are
thus unsuitable to test its reactivity in water (as claimed to
have been performed in ref. 39) or its bioactivity in biological
experiments. Thus, as with short chain polysulfides,90–92 the
reactivity and bioactivity of SSNO− in aqueous solution should
be tested by generating the molecule in situ.

In summary, all available data demonstrates the instability
and high reactivity of HSNO making the detection as [HSNO +
H]+ by mass spectrometry at pH 7.4 and room temperature76

difficult to understand. The formation of SNO− as intermedi-
ate in the reaction of nitrosothiols (and the organic nitrite, iso-
pentylnitrite) with sulfide, with transient formation of a UV/
Vis peak at λmax 325 nm in DMSO79 has been described by us
and others,7–10,37 but was never characterised further. Instead,
the formation of SSNO− from NO or RSNO with sulfide and
polysulfide under both non-aqueous and aqueous conditions
have been demonstrated experimentally and confirmed by us
and others.7–11,79,80,93,98,100 Moreover, the SNO− crystals can
only be obtained by extraction of the sulphur from
SSNO−.12,75,79,98 From all this evidence it would appear that
SSNO− is the preferred product of the NO/sulfide/polysulfide
interaction because it is an energy minimum along the reac-
tion pathway, and SNO− is an important yet transient reaction
intermediate. Both molecules, in their protonated form
(HSSNO and HSNO) are unstable and undergo homolysis,
releasing NO and persufide radical anion, which finally leads
to sulfur precipitation and formation of longer-chain poly-
sulfides via rapid intertwined catenation reactions.

Dinitrososulfite [ONN(O)–SO3]
2−:

a redox switch for NO

Another potentially important product of the reaction between
NO or RSNOs and sulfide/polysulfide under biologically rele-
vant conditions is dinitrososulfite ([ONN(O)–SO3]

2−), also
known as SULFI/NO,9,101 a different class of S–N compound
with very peculiar properties not previously considered in the
NO/sulfide cross talk. [ONN(O)–SO3]

2− arises as a result of the
trapping of two molecules of NO by sulfite (SO3

2−),101–103

a reaction originally described by Davy in 1802. See also.104

Fig. 4 Isomerization of SNO− into NSO− via formation of a cyclic inter-
mediate as described by Chivers.75
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Compounds of this type are known as ‘Drago complexes’ or
‘diazeniumdiolates’ (NONOates; Keefer et al.101) and have
found widespread use as nitric oxide donors.105

Since the structure of [ONN(O)–SO3]
2− remained a mystery

for more than a century,6,106 it is perhaps no wonder that it
assumed different names including ‘dinitrososulfite’,106

‘Pelouze’s salt’, N-nitrosohydroxylaminesulfonate or ‘Stickoxid-
sulfite’ in the German literature (see ref. 6 and references
therein). Seel contributed to the clarification of its structural
characteristics6 and found SULFI/NO is formed both under
non-aqueous and aqueous anaerobic conditions in the reac-
tion between sulfide/polysulfide and sulfur with NO or
nitrite.10,11,80 He proposed that SSNO− and [ONN(O)–SO3]

2−

are the main intermediates of two independent branches of
the reaction, occurring in parallel, and that the direction of
the reaction is determined by the reaction conditions and the
molar ratio of the reactants.80 The formation and decompo-
sition of SULFI/NO leads to release of sulfoxy species and N2O,
while formation and decomposition of SSNO− leads to for-
mation of NO (and its oxidation products NO2

− and NO3
−)

along with polysulfide. Seel also proposed that the same reac-
tions participate in the exothermic branched reaction cascade
leading to the explosion of gunpowder.14

Consistent with these reports, we found that [ONN(O)-
SO3]

2− is formed in the reaction of sulfide with NO or nitro-
sothiols in buffered aerated conditions at physiological pH.9

Under these conditions SULFI/NO has similar stability charac-
teristics as other diazeniumdiolates,101–103,107 co-generates
small amounts of NO and HNO at pH 7.4 and releases N2O in
high yields. Its formation in the NO/sulfide system suggests
that prior production of sulfite contributes to the scavenging
of NO, with effective redox conversion of part of this NO to
HNO. HNO is a potent signaling molecule in its own right
with properties (e.g. thiol oxidation) and biological effects
(effects on the contractility of the heart) distinct from NO.

This unexpected chemistry explains why the pharmacologi-
cal effects of NO may be potentiated, inhibited or fully trans-
formed by the presence of sulfide. Formation of SSNO− and
[ONN(O)–SO3]

2− may be responsible for NO scavenging, NO
release or redox switching of NO into HNO and N2O, propel-
ling an almost forgotten body of inorganic chemistry to the
forefront of biological signaling.

Is there a role for S–N compounds in
biological signaling?

There is no straightforward answer to the question as to
whether or not the intermediates and products of a chemical
reaction are relevant to biology. This is particularly true for the
reaction between NO and sulfide, which is characterized by a
complex cascade of parallel reactions, the outcome of which
strongly depends on concentration ratios or fluxes of the reac-
tants. The mechanistic details of the reactions are not fully
understood at this juncture, and it is conceivable that several
different paths lead to the same final products yet at different

yields.7,9 To address this question, it may be instructive to
break this general question down into a subset of more
specific questions, some of which have already been dealt with
in the literature.7–9,108

Feasibility: Can NO react with sulfide under biologically
relevant conditions (i.e. near-neutral pH, presence of oxygen,
high thiol concentrations/reducing conditions)? As alluded to
above, we find that sulfide indeed reacts with NO and nitro-
sothiols, giving rise to three main reaction intermediates
namely SSNO−, [ONN(O)–SO3]

2−, and polysulfides. In addition
to our own experiments7–9 a rich chemical literature attests
to the fact that SSNO− releases NO on decompo-
sition.10,11,14,79,80,98,109,110 In particular, release of NO into the
headspace during the reaction of sulfide with nitrosothiols has
been described many times,7–9,98,109,110 yet was questioned by
ref. 39. Irrespective of the recent emergence of controversy, the
addition of an excess of sulfide to a biological sample109 and
measurement of the NO released by gas phase chemilumine-
scence110 was proposed a decade ago as a way to quantify
nitrosothiol concentrations, although without knowledge of
specific reaction mechanisms or intermediates.

So, after having established that NO and sulfide react with
one another and give rise to several new products it will be
important to know whether any of these are biologically active
in cellular systems or in vivo, and therefore have the potential
to act as biological messengers. In order to serve as a “biologi-
cal messenger” reaction intermediates must exhibit a delicate
balance between the molecule’s reactivity that allows ‘deliver-
ing the message’ and the stability that allows ‘making the
journey’. We find that SSNO− accumulates at pH 7.4, its
decomposition is not affected by the presence of millimolar
concentrations of cysteine and glutathione, and releases bio-
active NO as evidenced by activation of NO-dependent syn-
thesis of cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP; the so-
called “second messenger” of NO) in cultured cells, by vasodi-
lation of aortic rings in organ baths and by decrease of blood
pressure in rats.8,9,108 [ONN(O)–SO3]

2− releases low levels of
bioactive NO along with HNO in cells; for it to markedly acti-
vate cellular soluble guanylate cyclase (the enzyme responsible
for cGMP production) it requires the presence of high concen-
trations of superoxide dismutase allowing conversion of NO
into HNO; in vivo it not only mildly lowers blood pressure but
also potently affects cardiac contractility (which is a hallmark
of nitroxyl donors111,112). In addition, polysulfides appear to
have a bioactivity that is orders of magnitude greater than that
of sulfide itself.21,33 Thus all three classes of compounds
formed in the reaction of NO with sulfide are clearly
bioactive.9

An obvious but currently unaddressed question is whether
SSNO−, [ONN(O)–SO3]

2− and polysulfides can actually be
formed in blood and tissues, and if so, by what mechanisms.
Concerns have been raised about the likelihood of formation
of SSNO− based on estimates of reaction rates observed
in vitro. We recognize that because it can be formed from NO
and sulfide under physiological pH in a test tube this does
neither necessarily mean that it is actually formed or that this
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very same reaction will be its preferred path of production in
real life. There may well be enzymatically catalyzed reaction
channels giving rise to radical precursors that react with NO
almost instantaneously as soon as they are formed – we do not
know. In fact, similar doubts were raised two decades ago
when peroxynitrite (OONO−) was discussed as an entity of
possible biological relevance. Peroxynitrite is the oxygen ana-
logue of SSNO− and formed in the reaction of superoxide with
NO (eqn (13)).

O2
•� þ NO• Ð �OONO ð13Þ

This radical–radical reaction occurs at a rate close to the
diffusion-controlled limit. When this reaction was first pro-
posed to occur in a biological environment by Beckman,
Freeman et al.113 some members of the NO community con-
sidered OONO− to be too unstable to be of much biological
relevance and, because of the presence of superoxide dismu-
tase, whose speed of removing O2

•− was one of the fastest bio-
logical reaction known then, its formation in tissues was
questioned.114–116 Since many enzymatic sources of O2

•−

(including mitochondria und NADPH oxidases) have since
been discovered to occur in close proximity to enzymatic NO
sources, OONO− is now an established cellular mediator that
contributes to “the dark side” of NO, in particular under
inflammatory conditions.116

According to eqn (9), SSNO− is in equilibrium with its pro-
ducts of homolysis, S2

•− and NO•. We here suggest that in bio-
logical environments SSNO− may be formed by a radical–
radical reaction between S2

•− and NO according to the follow-
ing equilibrium (eqn (14)):

S2•� þ NO• Ð �SSNO ð14Þ

The disulfide radical ion S2
•− is a species well-known to

sulfur chemists (please refer to the rich literature by Steudel,
e.g.89,117–119). Interestingly, organic persulfides and poly-
sulfides (CySSH and GSSH) have been found in astonishingly
high (micromolar) concentrations in tissues,120 and proposed
to be formed from cystine or GSSG by enzymes involved in
sulfur amino acid metabolism, including CBS, CSE and MST;
in addition, mitochondrial enzymes (SQR) or the hemoglobin-
mediated oxidation of sulfur-centered radicals, including S2

•−

as well as thiosulfate and sulfite may be involved in their for-
mation.121 Sulfite may in turn be enzymatically converted to
sulfoxy radicals such as SO2

•, SO3
•−, O3SOO

•− or, SO4
•− by per-

oxidases.121,122 Interestingly, all these are precursor of for-
mation of both SSNO− and [ONN(O)–SO3]

2−, or similar
intermediates.9 Since the kinetics of those radical reactions
are all expected to be extremely fast these intermediates are
likely to be formed in cells and tissues.

We have made the case that SSNO− and [ONN(O)–SO3]
2−,

along with polysufildes, are products of the reaction of sulfide
with NO and nitrosothiols, and we have demonstrated that
these products are bioactive in cells and in experimental
animals in vivo.9 To answer the question, whether there is a
role for S–N compounds in biological signaling, the next

efforts should be focused on identifying the biochemical
sources of precursors of these intermediates, and developing
analytical techniques suitable to analyze their formation in
complex biological matrices. This last fundamental, yet still
unanswered, question demands finding detection methods
capable of determining concentrations and flux rates of S–N
compounds and their precursors at low physiological levels in
cells and tissues. This is a call for inorganic and analytical
sulfur chemists to join the search team.

Summary and conclusions

NO was the first small signaling molecule that was demon-
strated to be produced endogenously by mammalian cells and
shown to exert an enormous breadth of physiological
responses. Fundamental to the understanding of NO’s mole-
cular modes of action was (and still is) a sound understanding
of its chemical properties, which dictate the interaction with
its biological targets including the chemical interaction with
other small molecules such as oxygen, superoxide and other
free radicals.123,124 Similarly, sulfide and/or sulfane sulfur
compounds were shown to be synthesized by conserved enzy-
matic machineries and exert a plethora of biological signaling
roles; unexpectedly, it turned out it cooperates with NO to do
so – or is it rather the other way round and sulfide was there
long before NO appeared to play a role in biology? Regardless,
it is likely that the mutual interaction of these two species is
due to their unique chemical reactivity which leads to for-
mation of S–N compounds including SNO− and SSNO− as well
as [ONN(O)–SO3]

2−, each with their own peculiar chemical
biology and distinct bioactivity supporting and/or enabling NO
scavenging, NO release and redox switching to HNO. Interest-
ingly, the precursors of these molecules (reactive sulfur
species) have been proposed to be formed in cells by a variety
of enzymatic and non-enzymatic mechanisms both in the cyto-
plasm and in the mitochondria and to fulfill signaling func-
tions in their own right.121,125 Considerable analytical
development will have to be invested until we will be in a posi-
tion to determine the sources of those reactive sulfur species,
their localization and possibly their co-localization with NO
sources as well as the concentrations of the products and their
fluxes in cells. Studies of the biological role of NO revealed
why its chemistry is ideally suited for the tasks Nature has
chosen for it; realizing how the distinctive properties of sulfur
can enrich this bioactivity does much to revive ‘die Freude am
experimentellen Spiel’ of the pioneers in this field.
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